
Guide for Survivors on Hope-Based and Solutions-
Oriented Journalism about Human Trafficking
Premise: Professional journalism in a democracy aims to contribute 
constructively to society by providing audiences with information necessary to 
make informed decisions about their lives, communities, and government. But 
some journalism on human trafficking (HT) has been damaging to survivors and 
efforts to combat HT. For this and other reasons, many survivors are wary of 
talking with journalists. Several guides have been published for survivors on how 
to handle interview requests from journalists, but they tend to position survivors 
in a defensive stance. This resource complements those, centering survivors’ 
ability to help influence public perceptions of HT by catalyzing hope-based and 
solutions-oriented journalism that advances efforts to combat HT. 

HT survivors can help catalyze hope-based and solutions-oriented journalism by:

u Understanding the aims, constraints, and ethical principles of professional 
journalists in the U.S.

u Asserting basic rights and maintaining personal boundaries in interactions 
with journalists

u Inspiring journalists to be hope-based and solutions-oriented in their 
reporting

Guidance regarding each of these is provided below.

Understanding the aims, constraints, and ethical principles of journalists

l Journalism in the United States operates independently from the government 
and is granted certain freedoms under the U.S. Constitution.

l Journalism is a public service profession, and many journalists entered the 
profession to make a positive difference in the world. Media dynamics pressure 
journalists into producing sensationalist stories.

l Credible journalists aim to act ethically according to these principles: 

 m Seek truth and report it

 m Minimize harm

 m Act independently

 m Be accountable and transparent

However, at times ethical principles are in tension with each other. 
Examples of tensions between principles include: 
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https://www.americanpressinstitute.org/journalism-essentials/what-is-journalism/
https://www.spj.org/ethicscode.asp


 m Journalists are trained to ask for details as part of their quest for 
truth. In order to minimize harm they should also respect boundaries 
that survivors articulate.

 m It is typical for journalists not to show their stories to interviewees 
before publication because that’s a way for journalists to maintain their 
independence. But journalists must also be transparent, and thus should 
be willing to share which quotes they plan to use from an interview.

l Individual journalists have little choice in how long their final story will be and 
when it will be published, but they have a lot of authorial influence in how their 
reports are framed and focused.

l Journalists working for different types of news organizations may have 
different approaches to interviewing, writing, audio recording, and photography. 
When being approached for an interview, ask whether the article is for print, 
television, radio, and/or social media and whether audio or visuals will be 
included.

Asserting basic rights and maintaining personal boundaries in interactions 
with journalists Survivors should set expectations with journalists prior to an 
interview that take into account the following considerations.

l Survivors own their stories and have the right to determine what they share 
about their past, to whom, and for what purposes.

l Survivors have no obligation to agree to any journalist’s request for an 
interview, and may end an interview at any point.

l Survivors have the right to determine if their face or voice will be recorded or 
photographed during the interview.

l When asked for an interview, to help you decide whether you will agree, first 
search online for other news reports by that reporter and for other stories on HT 
published by the news outlet they work for. Then ask the reporter:

 m Why they want to report on HT

 m How they found you

 m Why they think you are a good source for an interview

 m What they want to learn from you

 m Whether they are interested in hearing what you think is important 
for the public to know about HT

 m What their deadline is, i.e. how soon their report needs to be 
completed

l If you agree to be interviewed, ask the journalist:

 m What kinds of questions will I be asked?

 m Who else are you interviewing?

 m How might your news report help counter HT? Feel free to provide 
example stories that you found positive and impactful.



l Survivors should engage in safety planning prior to working with a journalist:

 m No matter how sensitive or aware the journalist is about the issue of 
trafficking, there is a possibility of re-traumatization and survivors may 
want to access support or services prior to working with journalists. This 
may include preparing emotionally for the interview, understanding that 
requests for detail about experiences are likely.

 m Survivors should ensure that if there is any litigation associated with 
their story, they speak with the respective attorneys and advocates prior 
to speaking to a journalist. This includes any criminal, civil, family law, 
immigration or employment-related cases.

 m Survivors may want to talk with their attorney to ensure they are 
using correct terms when speaking about exploiters, for example, 
whether they are convicted traffickers, or “accused”.

 m Survivors should consider the impact publicizing their story may 
have on family members, or other personal relationships.

 m Survivors who have an advocate may want to have the advocate 
accompany them to the interview, or be available prior to and following 
the interview for support.

l Consider role-playing an interview beforehand, with a friend or advocate.

l You have the right to decline photos and request that other personally-
identifying information is not published. Tell the journalist in advance and again 
at the start of the interview if you want the journalist to use a pseudonym rather 
than your name, distort your voice in any audio-recording, or not have your face 
photographed or video-recorded.

l State upfront any topics that you are not willing to discuss, and any wording 
preferences, e.g. “Please do not use [a term] in reference to me” or “I want to be 
referred to as a survivor rather than as a victim.”

l If asked a question you do not want to answer, or feel you can’t answer, state 
that with a reply such as “Good question, but I’m not an expert on that,” “I’m not 
comfortable talking about that,” or “I’d like to move on to a different topic.”

l The journalist will assume anything you say during the interview can be 
quoted in the news story, unless you explicitly state that something you’re about 
to say must be off record, and clarify whether you mean not to be quoted, not to be 
paraphrased, or not to be referenced in any way. An interviewee who is speaking 
“on the record” cannot take something back, but can ask for a comment to be 
expunged, clarify what you meant to say, and/or ask the reporter to consider 
quoting you in a different way, even after the interview is over.

l If a published news story you contributed to includes a mixup or error, contact 
the reporter and/or their editor to request a clarification or correction. 

Inspiring journalists to be hope-based and solutions-oriented in their 
reporting

l How a societal problem is reported by journalists can have negative or positive 
effects.



l When survivors consent to interviews, you have a chance to help guide the 
journalist’s focus and frame, shape the narrative, and thereby influence the 
public’s understanding of and attitudes toward HT.

l Write out for yourself in advance of an interview the key points that you want 
to make to shape the news story, and note for yourself the specific parts of your 
story that you are and are not willing to share

 m You can decide to share parts of your experience that reinforce the 
key points you want to convey. For example, if you want to support more 
funding for services for survivors, you could share how you were helped 
by services, or harmed by the lack of services. 

l Tell the journalist about your overarching reason(s) for doing the interview, 
e.g. “As a survivor, I want others to know that…”

l When you see a news story that represents HT accurately and constructively, 
take a few minutes to help disseminate it, contribute validating comments about 
it, and/or write a short message/letter to the editor affirming it.

 m Please also share the story with Kirsten Foot (kfoot@uw.edu) and 
Nicole Dahmen (ndahmen@uoregon.edu). We are collecting examples of 
hope-based stories to use as examples for journalists.
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